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cplained, nor has the idea, previously, been specifically supported by a ^ng series of direct observations. This is not to be taken as a criticism • the above-mentioned pioneer paper by the Sarasin cousins, for, indeed, ie arguments, now easy, necessary to show that it must be a factor, ere at that time impossible, because the observations upon which these ~g-uments largely are based, had not then been made. In fact, the ^sorption of radiation by volcanic dust, by which they supposed the trth/s temperature to be lowered, can now be shown to be, of itself .one, not only insufficient, but even productive, in aU probability, of the pposite effect-—of a warming instead of a cooling of the earth's surface.
To make this point clear: Consider a thin shell of dust about the earth ad let I be the average intensity of the normal component of solar radia-on. on it, and E the average intensity of the radiation reaching the earth, ad, obviously, leaving the latter by reflection and radiation. Further, t, a be the average coefficient of absorption of the dust shell for solar udiation, a coefficient independent, presumably, of intensity, and b its >efficient of absorption for terrestrial radiation, also independent of Ltensity. In the case of equilibrium., all the energy absorbed by the List is radiated away; half of it, very approximately, to the earth, and alf of it to space. Hence, we have,
E( \ — k\  __
Police,
E = I, according as b •= a.
The conclusion, therefore, is: The total amount of radiation reaching the r/rth is increased, unchanged, or decreased, owing to absorption by the t.TTonnding dust layer according as the dust's coefficient of absorption of rrestrial radiation is greater than, equal to, or less than, its coefficient of 'tsorption of solar radiation.
Actually, nearly all, both of the incoming and of the outgoing radia-ori, is oblique, but as equal portions of each pass through equal thick-^ss of the shell, it follows that the conclusion reached for normal ixliation applies, also, for the oblique radiation.
While this general conclusion is self-evident, and, therefore, might ive boon stated without the use of symbols, nevertheless equation (A), > be used later on, will be found convenient in attempts to obtain jia,ntitativo values.
Now, in the case of many, if not all, rocky materials, such as make up 10 particles of volcanic dust, the coefficient of absorption is much greater >r terrestrial radiation than for solar radiation,1 or, in terms of the above nmbols, in the case of volcanic dust, b is greater than a. Hence, so far
1 COBLENTZ, Publications of Carnegie Institution of Washington, Nos. 65 and 97.

